
WRITING ALGEBRAIC EXPRESSIONS WORKSHEET TES

KS3 and KS4 writing algebraic expressions resources with lesson Rods. Algebra, writing equations activity. . Formulae
(MEP â€“ GCSE) worksheet, tests.

This helps build in a little bit of spaced learning. This is ideal for a quick starter or plenary activity and would
be perfect for the younger years as well, although you would need to adapt the questions. Extend this activity
by getting students to use index notation to rewrite some of the problems. To adapt this resource for students
who are colour blind, assign numbers or letters by the side of each answer so they can still access the work.
The maths questions often increase in difficulty throughout a skill section. My pupils often ask me the point of
learning algebra. Memory â€” The memory boxes are there to provide students with memory aids or
examples. The maths skills questioned in the retention section give students a chance to practise maths skills
they will need to access the lesson. A tip would be to write down what the values of each of the letters are on
the first slide somewhere visible, or alternatively you could see which students are the most observant in your
class. Feel free to ignore this box also. The pupils have to change the written format into the mathematical
format. This is a chance for a student to recall their prior maths learning. It is a great way to get students to
work as a team whilst practising maths. Top 10 resources: 1. This resources also comes with the added benefit
of being easy to edit, and could be adapted to a KS3 class. These maths worksheets on algebra are split into
several sections. Forming expressions bingo Age range: KS Each pupil receives a bingo card must answer the
questions are on the board, the order of which you can change. For multiple choice based activities, I hide the
answers from the class, let them work out the answer, then show the choices to them and give them some time
to change their answer. Which formula? Skills â€” The maths skill sections of the worksheet focus in on the
developing new concepts taught on a maths topic. Pupils will require the use of red, amber and green cards.
Stretch â€” These are maths questions designed to stretch and challenge a student. Pupils could work in pairs
or small groups to put together this domino activity. The maths memory tools support the great teaching
within a lesson. Sometimes it will be relevant for these maths resources to be used over multiple lessons.
There has been a lot of research carried out which suggests those students who are able to talk about and
explain the maths processes often understand and remember larger proportions of the work. These allow
students to explore the breadth and depth of a maths topic. With the aid of TES Connect and the resources I
have picked out, pupils will no longer be scared of those letters creeping into their maths lessons. They can be
downloaded for free by registering on the TES website. These challenging maths questions interleave topics
from other mathematical topics. Alternatively students may be asked to describe a mathematical process. To
extend this activity, you could edit one of the questions so that you can a repeated answer. Here students will
be asked to recognise key maths words and define them. Perfect to get students working in pairs and solving
problems. Once this is done, provide pupils with a blank set of cards, and get them to write their own domino
puzzles. Literacy â€” Each maths worksheet includes a literacy section. It is probably more suited to KS4 and
the higher end of KS3. The memory box does not mean necessarily this is the way to start teaching a topic. I
typically respond by informing them of the wide range of areas that algebra is used.


